5th Annual San Diego Yarn Crawl
Special Event Grid

Store

Crawl
Hours

A Simpler Time

Thur - Sat: 96, Sun: 10-4

Trunk Shows

Alpacas of San Thur - Sat: 9Diego
6, Sun: 10-4
none

Common
Threads

Kat's Yarn and
Craft Cottage

Berroco featuring Pima 100, Porfolio 3 and 4, Catina.
The Fiber Co. featuring Luma
Thur - Sat: 9Shibui featuring Twig, Reed, Luna, and Cima.
6, Sun: 10-5
KFI featuring Juniper Moon’s Cummulus, Zooey, Findley Dk and lace.
Fiber Co. featuring Luma.
Plymouth featuring Galway, Worsted & DK Merino Superwash, Encore,
Paint Pot and Bio Sesia Organic Cotton
Glazed and Confused Hand painted ceramic yarn bowls.

Thur - Sat: 96, Sun: 10-4

Art Yarns, Loopy Mango
La Dolce Vita
Alpacas

Needlecraft
Cottage

Featured Yarns

Yarn Tastings

Thursday Events

Friday Events

Saturday Events

Sunday Events

Our featured yarn for the
Crawl will be 100% baby
alpaca in a DK weight and it
is 'Oh, so soft'! There will
be a wide variety of colors
to choose from all at 10%
The featured yarn will be
off.
available for sampling.

There will be a shuttle about every
45 minutes taking crawlers down to
the ranch for tours of the Fiber Mill
and to see the Alpacas. From 9am to
1pm Karalyn Rainey will be doing
demonstrations of Spinning and
Machine Knitting. We will be handing
out our free Knit and Crochet
patterns all day.

There will be a shuttle about every
45 minutes taking crawlers down to
the ranch for tours of the Fiber Mill
and to see the Alpacas. From 9am to
1pm Karalyn Rainey will be doing
demonstrations of Spinning and
Machine Knitting. We will be handing
out our free Knit and Crochet
patterns all day.

There will be a shuttle about every
45 minutes taking crawlers down to
the ranch for tours of the Fiber Mill
and to see the Alpacas. From 9am to
1pm Karalyn Rainey will be doing
demonstrations of Spinning and
Machine Knitting. We will be handing
out our free Knit and Crochet
patterns all day.

There will be a shuttle about every
45 minutes taking crawlers down to
the ranch for tours of the Fiber Mill
and to see the Alpacas. From 10am
to 1pm Karalyn Rainey will be doing
demonstrations of Spinning and
Machine Knitting. We will be handing
out our free Knit and Crochet
patterns all day.

Again this year, we will set up our
shop at the top of our road and
we will have a shuttle available to
take people down to the mill so
they will not need to drive down
the hill to see the mill and the
Los Panchos 1709 E Main
alpacas.
St, El Cajon, CA

10% off any skeins that will
be used for the free pattern
projects
None

Demo - making Dryer Balls 1-3 pm

Demo - Start to finish, turning alpaca
fiber into yarn without a mill - fleece
skirting, carding the fiber, spinning
on a spinning wheel
Cria viewing (baby alpacas)

Demo - spinning fiber (tentative)

We will have our store set up
outdoors next to the alpaca pen.
Plenty of parking. Handicapped
parking.

Hourly door prizes. End of the day
prize by Sweet Georgia

Hourly door prizes. End of the day
prize by Shibui

Common Threads mystery give-away. We have a lovely unique
signature give-a-way for all
crawlers who make a purchase of
$5 or more during the crawl.
Check Common Threads
Facebook page to see the give-a- Crack Shack, The Kabob
way reveal on the first day of the Shop, 2 Good to Be,
crawl.
Pizzacato, Nektar Juice Bar

It's a Yarn Party! Emphasis on
FUN! Wear or bring something
you made with yarn from Kat's for
more chances to win! New Oh!
Alpaca yarn available for October
Knit-along with KnitPurlHunter

Belle by Artfil Yarns is a
80% Merino 20% Nylon
fingering weight, handpainted yarn that has been
dyed using an Eco-Friendly
technique.
None

Hourly door prizes. End of the day
prize by Appalachan Baby

For Knitting: Queensland
United - certified organic
and cruelty-free; For
Crochet: Mirasol Nuna supporting a school in Peru None

Many prize drawings throughout the
day; Button bracelet make-n-take;
Stitch markers and additional giveaways: Basket Weaving, Felted
Purse and other class previews;
Chances to win numerous Julian
business Gift Certificates of your
choice: Spinning and yarn plying
demos
Same

Same PLUS Weaving demo

Same PLUS Weaving demo; Live
music and light refreshments at 5 pm
on the patio; Raffle prize and 3
basket winner drawings

fingering weight for pattern None

Opportunities to interact with
alpacas. Bird nesting ball making.

Opportunities to interact with
alpacas. Bird nesting ball making.

Opportunities to interact with
alpacas. Bird nesting ball making.

Thur - Sat: 96, Sun: 10-4

Hourly door prizes. End of the day
prize by Classic Elite

Opportunities to interact with
alpacas. Bird nesting ball making.

Thur - Sat: 96, Sun: 10-5

Ramona County Thur - Sat: 9Yarn Store
6, Sun: 10-4

Baah

Amy Herzog Designs, Grace Ahkrem Designs, possibly Skacel
something

"Anthem" by Cascade,
"Seasons" by Ella Rae

Mira Cole will be here one day ... not
sure yet which day. will let you know
as soon as i can.

Alba Alpacas, and, maybe
Inner Yarn Zen (I'll get back Opening Day -- Drawing every hour
to you on this).
for prizes and Gift Certificates.

Yarns by Spud & Chloe and
Blue Sky Fibers including
Baby Alpaca, Royal Alpaca,
Oink Pigment's South Park Sweater, Woolstok, and
Dry Goods custom-dyed
Metalico.
yarn in our logo colors
Yarns by Delicious Yarns
featuring two of their new
from their Frosting, Sweets,
bases: Oink Targhee Sock and Gourmet Collection.
and Disco (for our knit
Yarns by Oink Pigment in
pattern). Kenzie (a shop
sport, sock weight, and
favorite) by Hikoo (for
fingering weight.
crocheted pattern).
Yarns by Ewe Ewe.

Heather Walpole of Ewe Ewe Yarn
fame (our yarn neighbor in
Oceanside) will be at the shop to
answer questions and show off
garments in her 3 beautiful yarn lines
(Wooly Worsted, Ewe So Sporty and
Bah Bah Bulky).
Vanessa Melvyn-Gunn Trunk Show; Vanessa Melvyn-Gunn Trunk Show;
Blue Sky Fibers & Spud & Chloe
Blue Sky Fibers & Spud & Chloe
Trunk Show and Yarn Tasting;
Trunk Show and yarn tasting;
Delicious Yarns Trunk Show and
Delicious Yarns Trunk Show and
Yarn Tasting.
yarn tasting;

Descanso Junction 8306
Highway 79, 619-659-2199
descansojunction.com

Breakfast/Lunch: Soups &
Such Cafe, Candied Apple
Pastry Co., Julian Cafe.
Lunch/Dinner: Romano's,
Julian Grill, Jeremy's on the
Hill, Wynola Pizza

Parking in front and in back
(access thru the alley)

Bahia Don Bravo (healthy
Mexican and juice bar,
across the street), Spice
Lounge (Indian food, behind
us), Good Time Poke
(Hawaiian Rice Bowls,
across the street)

"Wheel of Fortune"

Scones & Tea, Drawing every hour
for prizes and Gift Certificates.

Monet from Alba Alpacas will
have spinning demonstrations.

Ramona Cafe, Ramona
Naturals, the Main Course,
Marinade on Main, La
Cocina, El Michoacan

Leslie Valantine of Lazer Sheep will
be at the shop to answer questions
and show her beautiful fibers off in a
trunk show.
Vanessa Melvyn-Gunn Trunk Show;
Blue Sky Fibers & Spud & Chloe
Trunk Show;
Delicious Yarns Trunk Show;

The Dyers from Oink Pigment will be
at the shop to answer questions and
show their beautiful fibers.
Vanessa Melvyn-Gunn Trunk Show;
Blue Sky Fibers & Spud & Chloe
Trunk Show and Yarn Tasting
Delicious Yarns Trunk Show and
Yarn Tasting;

The Taste of South Park is
scheduled for Saturday,
September 16, 12-4 p.m. We are
in walking distance of 10 of the
participating restaurants. Would Rebecca's Coffee House,
be so fun for Crawlers to explore Daily Scoop, Mazara's
these nearby spots while they're Trattoria, Del Sur, The Rose,
in the neighborhood!
Cafe Madeleine, Eclipse,
http://www.southparksd.com/taste- The Station, Piacere Mio,
of-south-park.html
and Captain Kirk's.

Mira from Baah Yarn will be here to
promote the Baah Trunk Show

Partnering with the Yarnover Truck,
"Wheel of Fortune" and Birthday
Cake!

Places to Eat Nearby

Nuevo Grille, Up the Hill
Grille, DeCarlos, Amici's

Yarnover Truck will be here!
Baah La Jolla (Knit pattern)
Painted Mist (Crochet
pattern)
none

Vanessa Melvyn-Gunn: Stitch Marker Pods, Stitch Marker Sets, and
Single Stitch Markers (hand-wrapped) made in El Cajon.
Thurs 9.-8, Blue Sky Fibers: Can-Do Cardi and Just Right Jacket featuring
South Park Dry
Fri - Sat: 9-6, Sweater from the Small Fries Collection, Riverton Royal Slouch
Goods Co.
Sun: 10-4 featuring Royal Alpaca, the
Weldon Alpaca Wrap featuring Baby Alpaca.
Delicious Yarns: A selection of accessories highlighting Sweets,
Frosting, and Gourmet yarns from our yarn neighbors in Los Angeles.
Ewe Ewe Yarns: A selection of garments knit and crocheted in Ewe
Ewe's three weights from our yarn neighbor in Oceanside.
Lazer Sheep: A selection of accessories highlighting Lazer Sheep's
five different bases from our yarn neighbor in El Cajon.
Oink Pigment: A selection of accessories highlighting Oink's new yarn
bases including a cashmere blend from our yarn neighbors in Vista.

Updated: 8/29/17

Other

5th Annual San Diego Yarn Crawl
Special Event Grid

Store

The Black
Sheep

Crawl
Hours

Trunk Shows

Thur - Sat: 96, Sun: 10-5

We are thrilled to have two trunk from Shibui featuring designs of
enduring elegance and simplicity.
The garments will focus on the yarns from Shibui that we stock:
Rain: a DK-weight 100% cotton with a lovely sheen and chainette
construction;
Reed: 100% fingering-weight chain construction linen with wonderful
drape;
Twig: a sophisticated sport-weight blend of 46% linen, 42% recycled
silk, and 12% wool with a rustic texture;
Silk Cloud: a lace-weight blend of 60% kid mohair and 40% silk with
soft, glowing elegance.
Yarn & Thread
Expressions

Featured Yarns

Yarn Tastings

We are featuring Malabrigo
Rios, our favorite handdyed 100% merino wool, as
well as Classic Elite's
Adelaide, a hand-washable
100% merino wool in an
array of subtle heathered
colors. Both yarns provide
great stitch definition and
are a pleasure to work with.
These two yarns are
worsted weight and can be
used for either the knit
pattern or the crochet
pattern designed by our
own Black Sheep Crew Kathy French and Maggie
McDonald - just for the
Crawl.

The ever-popular Yarn
Tasting galley will provide
you an opportunity to
sample Beet Street Yarn
Co.'s Risoni, a 100% silk
thick-and-thin slub yarn that
comes in a vibrant rainbow
of colors; Shibui Reed
(featured in the Trunk
Show); Sublime's Evie
Prints, a softly spun speckly
multicolor made of mostly
cotton with bit of nylon for
strength; Trendsetter Yarn's
Autumn Wind Confetti, a
scrumptious hand-dyed
speckled blend of cotton
and cashmere. The two
featured yarns, Classic Elite
Adelaide and Malabrigo
Rios, will be included.
There will be other new
yarns in the Tasting to knit or
crochet that will lure your
hands and eyes, and you
will be able to test different
knitting needles and crochet
hooks. We will provide blank
swatch cards so you can
continue your journey to find
fiber treasures.

We are very excited and inspired
about the 5th annual San Diego
Yarn Crawl 2017and we have
The Black Sheep will be hosting the The Black Sheep will be hosting the The Black Sheep will be hosting the The Black Sheep will be hosting the signed on to a theme suggested
same events and opportunities all
same events and opportunities all
same events and opportunities all
same events and opportunities all
at our very first SDYC planning
four days.
four days.
four days.
four days.
meeting ... a Treasure Hunt at
The Black Sheep. This requires
Make & Take: Twisted Wristlets, our Make & Take: Twisted Wristlets, our Make & Take: Twisted Wristlets, our Make & Take: Twisted Wristlets, our we search out all kinds of new
fiber friendship bracelet or necklace fiber friendship bracelet or necklace fiber friendship bracelet or necklace fiber friendship bracelet or necklace knotsam and flotsam to fill our
will make up in a flash of several
will make up in a flash of several
will make up in a flash of several
will make up in a flash of several
shelves, that cargo has and is still
strands of yarn;
strands of yarn;
strands of yarn;
strands of yarn;
arriving! You get to go on a
Photo-Op with props: we hope you Photo-Op with props: we hope you Photo-Op with props: we hope you Photo-Op with props: we hope you quest to search out and find your
will take a selfie or a groupie, and
will take a selfie or a groupie, and
will take a selfie or a groupie, and
will take a selfie or a groupie, and
favorite color, texture, type and
email to use it, or post on social
email to use it, or post on social
email to use it, or post on social
email to use it, or post on social
weight of your perfect yarn. Then
media;
media;
media;
media;
you get to make something truly
Provisions will be available to keep Provisions will be available to keep Provisions will be available to keep Provisions will be available to keep amazing in your preferred
the whole crew afloat for the four day the whole crew afloat for the four day the whole crew afloat for the four day the whole crew afloat for the four day technique. Sounds like a voyage
journey;
journey;
journey;
journey;
of discovery on a sea of fiber to a
Prize drawing for all who sign on;
Prize drawing for all who sign on;
Prize drawing for all who sign on;
Prize drawing for all who sign on;
place of creative contentment!
Shibui Trunk Show;
Shibui Trunk Show;
Shibui Trunk Show;
Shibui Trunk Show;
Come aboard with us, join the
Yarn Tasting.
Yarn Tasting.
Yarn Tasting.
Yarn Tasting.
crew and enjoy the adventure!

None

Trunk Shows, Raffles, Grab Bag gifts Trunk Shows, Raffles, Grab Bag gifts Trunk Shows, Raffles, Grab Bag gifts Trunk Shows, Raffles, Grab Bag gifts
for purchases of $50 or more
for purchases of $50 or more
for purchases of $50 or more
for purchases of $50 or more
Not at this time

Thur - Sat: 96, Sun: 10-4
Baah, Plymouth, Zombie

Anzula Luxury Fibers - all 4 days
Anzula’s hand-dyed yarns are made from the most luxurious fibers in
the world like camel, cashmere, silk, linen, SeaCell, alpaca, yak, and
milk protein in over 100 different colorways sure to excite and inspire.
Dizzy Blonde Studios- Saturday only
Come meet Laura, a super fun lady from Orange County, CA who
named her company after her dizzy blonde rescue pup Trixie and dyes
small-batch stunningly glorious colorways.
Forbidden Woolery - all 4 days
Leann loves to use inspirational photographs to create some of her fun
new colorways and of course each skein is particularly special because
it is dried in the California sunshine. Come visit her on Saturday and
Sunday!
KC’s Pockets To Go - all 4 days
Kim makes phenomenal projects bags in so many fun fabrics like cute
Thurs 9.-8,
sheep, partying lamas, sugar skulls, flowers, Darth Vader helmets, and
Yarning For You Fri - Sat: 9-6,
many many more. Come visit her on Thursday!
Sun: 10-4
Lickin’ Flames - all 4 days
Jim handcrafts magnificent clay one-of-a-kind yarn bowls and shawl
pins under the occasional direction from his wife Brenda, an
accomplished knitter, from their home in beautiful Nevada City, CA.
Long Dog Yarns - Friday only
Come meet Brandy, a local dyer and the creator of some of the most
spectacularly speckled and bold, colorful yarns around!
Oink Pigments - all 4 days
Oink Pigments is a purveyor of small-batch hand dyed yarn in Vista,
CA and is made up of a trio of strong-willed women who love pigs,
puns, purls, playful colorways, (and parentheses). Stop by and meet
Julie on Thursday!
Zen Yarn Garden - all 4 days
Husband and wife team Roxanne and Neville Yeun take pride in
providing the most luxurious fibres available for their yarns and dyeing
them in a range of beautiful semi-solid and one-of-a-kind colorways.

King Cole Opium

Woolstock, our knit featured
yarn, is strong, sturdy, and
rich in character. Gently
plied to give it loft and
lightness this yarn is easy
to work with and has
excellent stitch definition.
Liberty Wool, our crochet
featured yarn, is a supersoft, washable wool that is
available in solid, shadow,
and printed colors. This
yarn's balanced twist will
make all stitch
combinations pop.

Our yarn trunk show is with indie dyer Candy Skein – she is formerly
local to San Diego and creates delightful, beautiful yarn colors. Plus,
Matching she is creating a special color that will be exclusive to the Yarnover
Yarnover Truck Host Store's Truck during the Yarn Crawl, which you will not want to miss. The trunk
Hours
show will feature four of her wonderful bases in 10 luscious colors. We
will also have a pattern trunk show from knitwear designer Afifa! She is
an extremely talented designer we have worked with in the past and
we will have some of her wonderful samples for you see and touch
Beatitudes by Forbidden
during the crawl.
Woolery

Thursday Events

Friday Events

None

Sunday Events

Other

Brandy, the creator of Long Dog
Yarns will be here from 9-4 to
showcase her famously dynamic
colorways. Brandy started her
business while living in Rancho
Kim from KC’s Pockets To Go will be Penasquitos so although she has
here all day alongside all her unique, moved up to Venice Beach we still
sensational, and joyful project bags! claim her as one of our own.

Leann, Forbidden Woolery’s owner
and dyer will be joining us from 10-4
to introduce yarn so magnificent that
we will begin carrying it in the Fall.
She will also be highlighting our
exclusive color "Real Girls Wear
Sparkles" in her Pride base.

Leann, Forbidden Woolery’s owner
and dyer will be joining us again
from 10-4 just in case you missed
her on Saturday to introduce yarn so
magnificent that we will begin
Our good friend Laura from Dizzy
carrying it in the Fall. She will also
Blonde Studios will also be joining us be highlighting our exclusive color
from 10-4 to shower the shop in fun, "Real Girls Wear Sparkles" in her
happiness, color, and softness.
Pride base.

Partnering with Yarning For You

Partnering with Ramona County
Yarn Store

Partnering with Needlecraft Cottage Partnering with Black Sheep

We will have prize drawings for
anyone who makes a purchase,
trunks shows from Candy Skein &
Afifa, and will have Little Debbie
snack cakes on hand to keep you
fueled up too!

We will have prize drawings for
anyone who makes a purchase,
trunks shows from Candy Skein &
Afifa, and will have Little Debbie
snack cakes on hand to keep you
fueled up too!

We will have prize drawings for
anyone who makes a purchase,
trunks shows from Candy Skein &
Afifa, and will have Little Debbie
snack cakes on hand to keep you
fueled up too!

We will have prize drawings for
anyone who makes a purchase,
trunks shows from Candy Skein &
Afifa, and will have Little Debbie
snack cakes on hand to keep you
fueled up too!

Skacel Knitting
Updated: 8/29/17

LYKKE Needles Tasting

Raffle every 30 minutes. Fast
knitter/crochetter contest. Guessing
game. Light snacks.

Raffle every 30 minutes. Fast
knitter/crochetter contest. Guessing
game. Light snacks.

Raffle every 30 minutes. Fast
knitter/crochetter contest. Guessing
game. Light snacks.

Raffle every 30 minutes. Fast
knitter/crochetter contest. Guessing
game. Light snacks.
Raffle of shawl knitted with
Malabrigo Yarn in our shop.

Some of our favorite local
eateries are:
Corner House Cafe
Caliente Mexican
Annie's Del
Champagne Bakery
Karl Strauss Brewing Co.
Opera Cafem
Croutons
Subway
Rubio's
Sitar Indian Cuisine

Swami's, Bamboo Thai, Bobeau Kitchen and Garden,
Sheldon's Service Station,
Himalayan Cuisine

We will be introducing three
exclusive new colorways. The
first, "Goddesses of the Galaxy",
in a marvelous sustainable
extrafine new merino 4ply sock
base comes straight from our
shop line Ewey & Baatsy which is
hand dyed at a farm in Valley
Center by shop owner Lynn
alongside invaluable friend and
co-worker Deanna. It will only be
available during the Crawl so
make sure you pick up a skein
while you can. Oink Pigments is
also dyeing an exclusive color for
us, "Blood in the Water", in their
superb MCN base and Forbidden
Woolery will be dyeing another
exclusive color, "Real Girls Wear
Sparkles", in her outstanding
Pride base. All of our exclusive
colors can be pre-ordered so call
the shop today!

Ara Lebanese Grill - you will
receive 10% off your bill
when you show a Yarning
For You receipt dated 9/14
through 9/17

We will be having raffles
throughout the day where you
can win anything from the latest
gadget to a beautiful skein from
one of our indie dyers.

Sub-Marine
Old California Coffee House
and Eatery
Mama Kat’s
Fish House Vera Cruz

The Yarnover Truck has new
yarns dyed just for us on the
Truck- Yarnover Truck Yarns!
Check them out along with our
other Exclusive Colors!

We defer to our host store's
for food options!

Bigger and better than ever.

Within 5 min. drive from the
store we have Zorba's, a
wonderful Greek buffet, El
Patio, very good Mexican
restaurant and many fast
food restaurants in the
Chula Vista Mall. All with
lots of parking.

Yarns at Border Thur - Sat: 9Leather
6, Sun: 10-4

Sueno by HiKoo and
Edition 6 by Schoppel

Places to Eat Nearby

The Black Sheep is partnering with
the Yarnover Truck for the final day
of the Crawl. Two yarn shops, one
location - double the pleasure,
double the fun!

Local dyer Julie from Oink Pigments
will be here all day to flood the shop
with all Oink’s wonderful new bases
in amazingly creative colorways. She
will also be highlighting our exclusive
color "Blood in the Water" dyed in
their fabulous MCN base.

None

Saturday Events

